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A newtypeof hiddensymmetryhasbeenfound.It canbeusedto find the complete
spectrafor a broadclassof problemsincludingall knownexactlysolvableproblems
of quantummechanicsthrough elementarycalculations.How this symmetrycan
potentialsis shown.
explainreflectionless
PACSnumbers:03.65.Ge,I 1.30.Pb
1. Supersymmetryris attracting increasinginterest among physicists,and its
fieldsofapplication are far from beingexhausted.In this letter we analyzethe energy
spectrumof a supersymmetryquantum mechanics,which is an important model for
studying the structure of supersymmetrytheories.' We derive the conditions under
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which the problem of finding the completespectrumhas an exact and very simple
solution.
This result may be of interestin two ways.First, it suggestssomenew aspectsof
exactly solvablemodels (the exact solution of the spectrumproblem, which we are
discussinghere,is relatedto a sort of hiddensymmetryof the Hamiltonian).Second,it
simplifiesthe problemof finding the completespectrafor a broad classof one-dimenproblems)in
sionalproblems(or of problemswhich canbe reducedto one-dimensional
quantum
particular,
is
true
known3
mechanics.
In
this
of
all
exactly
solvable
ordinary
problems.
problems
All
have
a
hidden
symmetry,
and
this
symmetry
spectral
such
makesthe problem of calculatingthe spectraan elementaryone; the answercan t'
found almost immediately.
natureofpotenThis approachalsofurnishesan explanationfor the reflectionless
(xl:
U
ll/2chzx,
are
important
in
tials of the type
n(n *
which
the theoryof solitons: Suchpotentialsare relatedby transformationsof this symmetrywith the potential U(x):0.
2. The Hamiltonian of our supersymmetryquantum mechanicsis2
H = (p2 + w 2(x) + osW'(x))l 2
(o, arethe Pauli matrices)and actson two-componentwavefunctions.The supersymmetry generators Qr: @rp* o2Wl/2;Qr: (o2p- orW)/2 satisfy the algebra
offlnonQi : Q7 : H /2;lQpQrl :o;[H,Qrl : [H,Q): 0, makingthespectrum
negativeand the levelsdegenerate.
The only level which may be nondegenerate
is the
lowest,whoseenergyin this caseis zero.'l
It follows that the two customaryone-dimensionalHamiltoniansl/1 ,
Ht= p2/2+ (w2(x) t w,(d) = p2l2+ (I*(x),

el

haveidenticalspectrafor an arbitrary function W (x).The only exceptionalcasemay be
the lowestlevel of one of Ilr , in which caseits energyis exactlyzero. Below we use
thesetwo propertiesof supersymmetrytheories-the level degeneracyand the vanishing ground-stateenergy-to find the exact spectrum.
3. We assumethat H _ has a zero level [i.e., that t/to- exp(- t'W(x'px') is normalizablel.
How are the potentials Un - (W'+ W'l/2 related?If they ditrer only in the
parameter*t which appearin them (includingan additiveconstant),then the complete
spectrumof the HamiltoniansH * andthus of the supersymmetryHamiltonianH can
be found easily. To show this, we assume
(3)
U*fa, x) = U_(ar,x) + R(ar),
wherea is the set of parameters,and a, : f (a).
We constructthe seriesof HamiltoniansHn,n :0,1,2, ...
nE
Hn = p212 + [/-(an, *) *
R(ae),

(4)

k=t

where cn : ft"t(a) (i.e.,/is applied n times), and we compare the spectra fI,
Using (3), we find
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n

H n - , : p 2 / 2 + u* ( a n ,x ) + E

(5)
rR(ay).

(4)and (5),and using the resultsof Section2, we seethat
Comparingexpressions
H n andti ^ * , iuui identicalspectraexceptfor the lowestlevel of I/, , whoseenergyis
>i:rR(ao), as follows from (4).In going from Hn to H,-1 , €tc', we get back our
o.iglnut liamiltonian' Ho: H - : p2/2 + U-(atl, whoselowestlevel is zero, and all
of whoseother levels coincide with the lowest levels of the HamiltoniansI1". The
completespectrum11- is thus givenby E, : 2i': t'R (ao)' The spectrumof a Hamiltonian with a potential U la;'l : U -(a,xl + C lal is thus

+ c(a).
En=En+ c(a)=
r2r^{oP

(6)

Expression(6) is the basic result of this paper.
4. To demonstratethe useof this approachwe considerthe interestingexampleof
for inthe potentialU(aA): - a|a * ll/Zch2x, which is known to be reflectionless
:
teger values of a. In this case we have ll/ (xl s1lDC. we have
- l , a n: a - n ' C ( a l
i * 1 a , x 1 : - o ( a l l l / Z c h 2 x+ a ' / 2 . H e n c e a r : f ( a ) : a
so that )[:,R (a1):@2-at"ltz' The com:- - oi/z; andR (ao):(atx-t - a'u1/2,
plete spectrumis then, accordingto (6)'
En=-azrlZ=-(n-n)212.
The procedurefor finding the spectrain all other cases(seethe following section)
is completelyanalogousand equally elementary.
In the exampleat hand, the potential U (a,xl with integer a is reducedby a se(3)to a potentialsU(x):O, sincecn : a - n.It is for this
quenceof transformations
The eigenfunctionsof the Hamiltoi"urol that potentialsof this sort are reflectionless:
niansI/, andH^+ I arecoupledby the actionof the operatorsQ, -ld /dx + lv(xll,
which do not transform the functionsexp(* ih) into eachother, and with U (x):O
there is obviouslyno reflection.
5. If the potentials[/ * satisfycondition(3),i.e.,if the function w (aa\ satisfiesthe
functional-differentialequation
0)

W2(a,x)+W'(a,x)=tlt'(or,*)-til'(or,x)+?R(a1),

then the spectraof the HamiltoniansH , and thus the spectrumof supersymmetry
model(l) canbe found by elementarycalculationsby the approachdescribedhere.We
have found the following solutionsof Eq. (7):
(8)

W=af, *b; tr= af2+blf2; 1l=(a+t t/ pfi +f,111r,

differentialequations
wherethe functions/,, fr, andf, satisfythe (separable-variable)
',
:
constantsp, q, and r.
"f i : pfi * qfi * r, f : pf7 + q,f 5 JpfT + q with arbitrary
T[e correspondingpotentialsincorporateall potentialsfor which exact spectrahave
beenfound so far3)(only eight such potentialswere given in Ref. 3) and also several
other potentialswith the samequalitativebehavior:
JETPLett.,Vol.38,No.6,25 September'1983
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a(a- r)
* t)
- lb
tl vt^r
,'
U(x);
2 ,lrt
2"h\

2) U(x)=

b'-a(a+17, b(?t+l)shx

7 . \ u(x/=-T&;rt/-,_
r)

* --r;p;-;

ah,+ l) +b2 b ( ? n + l ) c h x
l rt r;2 shzx

'

.\ rt,_,,_a(a-l)+b2 b(\a-l)cosx
4)
u(x)=-.#:__r,"r,
,

Their spectra,
l) En= -(b -a -2n)2/2;

2)En= _(a _ n)2/2; 3)En= _ (a_n)r/2;
4) En = (a + n)2/2,

are found by analogy with the procedure used in Sec. 4.
Whether Eq. (7) has solutions other than those in (8) remains an open question.It
may be that the "shape invariance" of the potentials, which is expressedby Eqs. (3)
and (7), is also a necessarycondition for the possibility in principle offinding theLxact
spectrum.
Finally, we note that the energy of the ground state can be calculated for the
potential u (x) : (rl,t - w')/2 + c with the derivative u (xl provided that
r/,: exp( - l'llt(x')dx') is normalizable. For example, for U(x) - (a3x6_ 3ax2l/2 we
fiid Eo:

fi

(reckoned from the bottom of the potential well).

There is the interesting possibility that this approach might be generalized to
multidimensional casesand to field theory.
I wish to thank D. v. volkov,y.f-.
for discussions.
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